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ABSTRACT

Several standard neural networks, including counterpropagation networks, predictive ART
networks, and radial basis function networks, are based on a combination of clustering
(unsupervised learning) and mapping (supervised learning). A comparison of the characteristics of
these networks for pattern classification problems is presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Several neural networks are based on similarity between input and weight vectors. Among
the best known are counterpropagation networks (CPN), predictive adaptive resonance theory nets
(P-ART) including ARTMAP and LAPART, and radial basis function networks (RBFN). The
architectures of each of these networks consists of input units, hidden (or cluster) units, and an
output unit (or group of units), whose activation indicates the classification of the input pattern.
These networks are also similar in that they can be trained to produce more general input-output
mappings. Specialized networks for pattern classification, such as LVQ11 (Learning Vector
Quantization), are not included in the following discussions.

In the following sections, the similarities and differences in the computational
characteristics of these networks are discussed for the special case of pattern classification
problems. In particular, the performance of the networks for the two spirals problem is analyzed.
The two spirals problem13 has become a standard, difficult, benchmark for pattern classification
because of the highly non-linearly separable nature of the data. The training data is shown in
Figure 1. The data for the two spirals problem have been scaled and translated to fall within the
unit square. There are 194 training points. A single output unit is used in each of the networks
discussed. A target value of +1 signifies that the input belongs to one of the spirals; a target of-i
is used to denote the other spiral.

As is usually the case in using neural networks, correct performance of the network on the
training data is only part of the desired result; it is also important to determine how well the
network generalizes to other input data for which a reasonable outcome can be determined. The
response of a network for all input points in the unit square can be illustrated, allowing visual
assessment of the ability of the network to separate the spirals. For a more quantitative measure of
a network's generalization, the network can be tested using data from related spirals. Two such
testing sets have been used in the simulation studies presented in section 5. For simplicity, the first
testing set is called the double-dense spiral; the second testing set is the double-wide spiral. These
testing sets are shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively.

For consistency in evaluating the theoretical performance of any group of neural networks,
the architectures should be kept as similar as possible. To prevent the networks from simply
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2. COUNTERPROPAGATION NETWORKS

Counterpropagation networks9 (CPN) were developed as general mapping networks using
a combination of cluster formation based on Kohonen's Self-Organizing Map (SOM) and output
weights trained by delta rule or Grossberg outstar learning. CPN are significantly faster to train
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memorizing the training data (or attempting to do so), the maximum number of cluster units will be
limited to approximately one-half the number of training points.
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Figure 1. Training data for two-spirals problem.
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Figure 2. Double-dense spiral testing data. Figure 3. Double-wide spiral testing data.
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than multilayer perceptrons (MLP) (which are also known as backprop nets). In addition, the
weights from the input units to the hidden units may be easier to interpret than for an MLP.

The CPN architecture consists of input units, hidden units (which act as clustering units)
and output units. For pattern classification, the output layer may consist of a single unit with target
values of +1 to denote one class and -1 to denote the other class. There are two choices of network
architecture, full CPN and forward CPN. Full CPN uses both the xi, X2 input values and the
corresponding target value y as training input during cluster formation; the network produces
approximations to xi, X2 and y as output. Forward CPN uses only the xi, and X2input values for
cluster formation and produces only the corresponding target value y as output. The use of the
additional information about the target values allows a full CPN to form clusters that are more
likely to separate the two spirals correctly. Using full CPN to solve the two-spirals problems can
be visualized as training the network with 3dimensional input; points belonging to one spiral are in
the plane y = 1, points for the other spiral are at y = -1.

Training for either full CPN or forward CPN occurs in two phases: the cluster formation
phase is followed by adaptation of the weights from the cluster units to the output units. During
cluster formation, weights from the input units are adjusted using SOM training. Euclidean
distance between the input vector and the cluster unit's weight vector is used to determine the•
winning cluster, whose weights are then adapted. During the output mapping phase of training,
the weights to the hidden units remain fixed. As each training input is presented, the winning
cluster unit is found and the weights from that unit to the output unit or units are adapted.
Convergence during each phase of training is achieved by gradually reducing the learning rate
according to a user specified process. In the simulations presented in section 5, a linear decrease in
learning rate is used. The weights on the cluster units converge (over many epochs) to the average
of the values of the patterns placed on the cluster during training.

After training, the response regions are formed by a Voronoi tessellation of the input plane.
It should be noted that although all available information (all components of the input and target
values) are used during cluster formation in full CPN, testing or application of the net may be
based on similarity of only the input values to the corresponding components of the cluster
weights4. This is less of an issue for pattern classification than it is for function approximation,
however, because the typical "unknown" value for the target components during testing would be
midway between the target values for the two classes, forcing the choice to be made only on the
input components anyway.

Network parameters to be chosen for a CPN include the initial learning rate and number of
epochs of training, the number of cluster units, and the initial weights. The choice of initial
weights into the cluster units is an especially important consideration. A cluster unit whose initial
weights are not sufficiently similar to any of the training patterns may not participate in learning,
and thus would be essentially wasted. In some problems this difficulty may be overcome for CPN
by using the ideas of topological structure4, as was done originally in the self-organizing map11.
Initialization of the weights from the cluster units to the output units is not a critical issue; these
weights are adjusted during the second phase of training for the winning cluster unit only, so the
initial value of these weights does not determine which units learn.

The most common weight initialization for SOM based clustering is a random distribution
of weights, either throughout the input domain, or within a small region of the domain. This
allows the network to achieve the maximum benefit from the topological structure among the units,
but at the expense of slower training. Furthermore, in the case of counterpropagation where the
final application of the network will utilize only some of the weights, the resulting distribution may
not be optimal. Simulation results based on random weight initialization and linear topological
structure for the cluster units are presented in section 5.
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Other possible weight initializations of the weights into the clusters include a uniform
distribution of cluster units, or selection of a subset of the training data as initial cluster weights.
For example, a uniform distribution of cluster points could be generated in the input plane by
centering the units at points with coordinates: .

To distribute these points so that each spiral will have a fair chance at half of them, the third
component could be assigned values of +1 or -1 in an alternating or checkerboard fashion. The
most obvious alternative, i. e., assigning the third component an initial value of 0, would give the
network a tendency to use only a few of the cluster units. The reason is quite simple: the first unit
that learns an input point representing one of the spirals will then be closer to many of the other
points for that spiral than will any of the untrained points. This initialization requires the use of a
linear structure (or possibly two linear structures) and some care in selecting the initial learning
rate. Even with the clusters initially distributed uniformly within each plane (y =1 and y = -1), it
is quite likely that some of the clusters will converge to a position that is midway between two
strands of the spiral. Unfortunately, when the network is tested with information about only the x
and X2 components of a pattern, the wrong classification will be made.

It is a common procedure for some networks (especially RBFN) to initialize the cluster unit
weights (and therefore positions) using a subset of the training data. Using this approach gives the
CPN a much easier task; in fact, the cluster units will undergo virtually no change in weights, since
each cluster is already positioned midway between the inputs which are closest to it. Theoretical
(ideal) results for weight initialization based on the training data are ifiusirated in section 5.

3. PREDICTIVE ADAPTIVE RESONANCE THEORY

The second group of closely related similarity based networks which can be used for
pattern classification (or more general mapping problems) are the predictive adaptive resonance
theory (P-ART) networks. ART based networks differ from SOM based networks in a number of
important aspects. Weight initialization is not an issue in ART; initial weights for all units are fixed
in the algorithm. On the other hand, the number of clusters which wiibe formed is determined by
a user supplied vigilance parameter (and a user determined upper bound on the number of
clusters). The vigilance parameter, which controls the size of the clusters that can be formed, is
one of ART's unique features. Another difference between ART and SOM based networks is the
metric used for comparing the similarity of the input and weight vectors. SOM networks are often
based on Eucidean distance; ART networks use ratios of distances in the Li norm. The
representation of clusters in ART-F (Fuzzy ART) is also unusual; a cluster is represented as a box;
the length of each side of the box shows the variation in that component of the input patterns placed
on that cluster1. The center of the clusters, or average of the input patterns, is not determined.

The two standard P-ART networks are ARTMAP3 and LAPART8. Each of these networks
is based on an input ART module and an output ART module; these modules may be either ART1
or ART-F networks. Except for details in the connections between the input and output modules,
these networks, or their fuzzy counterparts2'7 are very similar. For the two spirals problem the
input module is an ART-F network and the output module is ART1 (one spiral has target value of
0, the other has target of 1).

As each cluster is formed in the input module, the P-ART network establishes a link
between that cluster and a cluster in the output module. If no link has been established from the
input cluster to an output cluster (i. e., when the input cluster is first created), the target value for
the input pattern is presented to the output module and the appropriate output cluster is determined.
A link is then established between in the input cluster and the output cluster. If a link exists
between the cluster chosen for the input pattern and an output cluster, the network must verify that
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the value of the output cluster agrees with the target value for the current pattern (to within the
tolerance specified by the output module's vigilance parameter) before the input pattern can be
assigned to its selected cluster. if a link exists between the cluster chosen for the input pattern, but
the target value does not agree with the value of the linked node in the output ART module, a new
cluster is created in the input module and a new link is formed (to an output module node which
has the correct value). In this way, the network is guaranteed to correctly classify all of the
training data (unless too few cluster units are available). The details of the algorithm have been
described in the literatureZ78.

The primary choice which a user must make in training a P-ART network is the value of the
vigilance parameter, p. Larger p causes more clusters to be created. Although networks formed
with different values of p will perform equally well on the training data, their ability to generalize

differs. The region where each cluster will accept an input pattern depends both on the value of p
and on the degree of variation of the patterns placed on that cluster during training (which is shown
by the size of the cluster box). A cluster with less variation during training (smaller box) will have
an acceptance region that extends further beyond the cluster, a cluster with a larger box will have an
acceptance region that extends only a small distance beyond the box itself. During testing, the
network will fail to classify an input pattern that is too dissimilar to one of the training patterns, i.e.
a pattern that falls outside the unit's acceptance region.

4. RADIAL BASIS FUNCTION NETWORKS

Radial basis function networks10'12 are based on similarity ofinput and hidden unit weight
(or center) vectors (typically expressed in terms of Euclidean distance); however, the winner4.ake-
all competition of SOM or ART based networks is not required. The use of Eudidean distance
provides a more familiar metric space structure for network calculations than the similarity
calculations in ART1 or ART-F.

The architecture of an RBFN is the same as for a standard feed-forward network with one
hidden layer. The activation function for each hidden unit in a RBFN is a radially symmetric,
monotonically decreasing, function of the distance between the input vector and the unit's center.
In addition to the center, the activation function also depends on a steepness or spread parameter.
The activation function for the output unit may be linear or nonlinear; for pattern classification
problems a sigmoid function is appropriate. A steep sigmoid which approximates a step function
wifi cause the network to produce response regions with characteristics similar to those found by a
CPN, i.e. Voronoi tessellations of the input space.

Training algorithms for RBFN range from very rapid to relatively slow; in the most rapid,
the location of the centers of the hidden units, and the spread parameter for the hidden unit
activation function, are fixed. The weights from the hidden units to the output unit are trained
using the delta rule (for a single layer of trainable weights). The most fully adaptive RBFN is
trained using backpropagation. The algorithm adjusts the centers and spread parameters of the
hidden units as well as the weights from the hidden units to the output unit. However, the network
achieves most of its error reduction from the adjustment of the hidden-to-output weights; the
centers of the hidden units do not move significantly.

Weight initialization is a significant consideration in using any RBFN, whether in the
limited adaptation (rapid training) or fully adaptive training mode. In the rapid training mode, the
hidden unit centers must be carefully distributed throughout the input space, since units whose
centers are far from the inputs will produce very little response, and therefore contribute very little
to the output capability of the net. On the other hand, for the fully adaptive RBFN, hidden units
whose centers are far from the input patterns will participate very little in training, so they will also
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be essentially wasted. Similarly, some care must be used in selecting the spread or steepness of
the radial basis functions themselves. Very steep functions will allow the network to learn the
input iraining data easily, but leave regions between the training data with little ability to generalize
(the network response in those regions will be essentially 0). II an estimate can be obtained for the
average separation between neighboring training points, a spread parameter can be chosen so that
the activation function value midway betweëxi two training points is approximately 0.5. This
allows the weights from each cluster (hidden unit) to approximately equal the target value for the
input training point closest to the center of the cluster.

The most common initializations for the cluster centers (which can also be viewed as input
to hidden weights in the same manner as for the CPN) are uniformly (or randomly) distributed
throughout the input space, or setting the cluster centers at a selection of training patterns. For
situations, such as the two spirals problem, in which the input data is not uniformly distributed in
the input space, a uniform distribution of centers will cause some of the hidden units to be wasted.
This is not a result of their losing the competition for learning (as for CPN); it is caused by their
generating a very small activation, which will cause little learning to occur for that unit.

5. SAMPLE RESULTS

Network performance may be investigated from a theoretical standpoint, through computer
simulations, or a combination of these approaches. The results presented in this section represent
an ifiustrative sampling of investigations into the ability of similarity-based networks to classify
highly non-linearly separable data, such as the two-spirals problem. Theoretical (ideal) results are
given for CPN and REFN using two different selections of cluster centers chosen from the training
input data. Selected simulation results are given for CPN and P-ART networks trained using a
variety of network parameters and training scenarios. The trained networks have been tested on
points from the "double-dense spirals" shown in Figure 2 and the "double-wide spirals" shown in
Figure 3.

As discussed in the previous section, an RBFN with a steep sigmoid output activation
function and hidden unit centers fixed at selected training data locations will produce output
response regions which are essentially the same as for the CPN. With the spread of the Gaussian
(or other radial basis function) set so that the activation of a hidden unit falls to 0.5 or less midway
between adjacent clusters, the weights from the clusters to the output unit can be set to the target
value for the center of each cluster. In particular, consider an RBFN or CPN based on using half
of the training data as initial weights. After training, the response regions are formed by a Voronoi
tessellation of the input plane. The response regions formed when the x, X2components of the
cluster centers for one spiral fall on the same ray from the center of the spiral as do the centers for
the other spiral are ifiustrated in Figure 4. The alternative situation, in which the center points are
staggered (by using the 1st, 3rd, 5th, etc. points in one spiral and the 2nd, 4th, etc. points in the
other) are shown in Figure 5.

In actual simulations the response of a neural network depends on several design choices.
Among the most important considerations for a CPN are the order of presentation of the training
data, the initial distribution of the weights, the type of topological structure (if any) assumed for the
cluster units, and the various decisions about the number of training epochs and the learning rate
adjustments. After training the weights from the input units to the hidden (cluster) units may be
interpreted as the location of the clusters. During testing, similarity of input and weight vectors
may be based on only the x components of the weight vector. A sample response diagram for a
network with 100 cluster units, random initial weights for the xi and X2 components, (initial
weights for the target classification component are 0), and random input order for the training
points, is given in Figure 6. The cluster centers for this network (after training) are shown in
Figure 7.
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Figure 4. Response regions for CPN or RBFN, radially symmetric clusters.

In several simulations, CPNs with 50, 70, or 100 cluster units were trained using a linear
topology for the cluster units and an initial topological radius of 3. Three training scenarios were
investigated for each network, differing in the number of epochs of training at each radius. The
learning rate was reduced linearly over the total number of training epochs in each case. The effect
of sequential and random order of the input was also studied.

Counterpropagation networks with 50 cluster units achieved approximately 70% correct
classification of the doubledense spiral data; this result did not vary significantly regardless of the
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number of training epochs used at each radius (100, 200 or 3O epochs per radius) or the use of
sequential or random input order for the training data. More variation was seen when using 70 or
100 cluster units. The best results were obtained with 100 clusters, 200 epochs of training per
radius, and non-sequential presentation of the training data; for this case, the network correctly
classified 98.45% ofthe points in the doubledense spiral and 97.42% of the points in the double-
wide spiral. Network performance was significantly less accurate when trained with the input data
presented in a sequential order.
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Figure 6. Response regions for CPN, random initial weights.
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Figure 7 Cluster locations for CPN after training.
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The P-ART networks do not require (or allow) user determination of the initial weights.
The primary design choice for these networks is the value of the vigilance parameter, p. P-ART
networks are also sensitive to the order of input of the training data; however, in this case the
networks performed better with sequential data input. Figure 8 shows an example of the clusters
formed by the ART-F network given the two-spirals training data, presented sequentially. The
vigilance was set at 0.95 and a large number of clusters were available; 102 clusters were actually
formed by the net. Figure 9 illustrates the reduction in the number of clusters formed when a
lower vigilance value (0.85) is used. It is important to note that during application the network
fmds the best cluster for each input vector, so the overlapping appearance of the clusters in Figure
9 does not indicate that any particular input belongs to more than one cluster.

= =
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U

U

Although the links are established so that the network correctly classifies all of the training
points for each of these networks, the ability of these networks to generalize is not the same. For
example, the network trained with p =0.95 (102 clusters formed) correctly classifies 94.84% of
the testing patterns for the double-dense data; 4.64% of the testing input patterns are skipped
(because they are too dissimilar to the training data), 0.52% are incorrectly classified. For the
double-wide data, 87.63% of the patterns are correctly classified (7.73% skipped, 4.64%
incorrect). Using p = 0.85 (48 clusters produced) gives 93.55% correct classification of the
double-dense spiral points (6.44% incorrect, no patterns skipped) and 82.21% correct for the
double-wide spirals (1.55% failed to classify and 16.24% were classified incorrectly).

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The ability of the network to reject input data which is dissimilar to the training data is one
of the unique features of ART based networks. If desired, the vigilance value used during testing
may be reduced from that used during training. Reducing it incrementally and retesting would
allow the user to establish a range of confidence values for the classifications. A similar capability
can be achieved with the RBFN by using a less steep sigmoid function for the output unit and only
accepting the response of the network as a classification into the category denoted by target value
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of +1 if the output activation is above a positive threshold (or below the corresponding negative
value for classification into the category denoted by t =-1). The primary potential advantage of
RBFN is their reliance on Euclidean distance for measurement of similarity and their avoidance of
competition, thus theoretically allowing more rapid application and easier parallelization.

An understanding of the geometry of the cluster regions formed by the networks presented
in the previous sections can improve the results of an application of this type of network by
allowing the user to employ the most appropriate network and to interpret the results correctly.
Comparisons of the computational performance of these networks on standard test problems is a
subject of ongoing research.
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